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Review article 

Autism Spectrum Disorders and Gluten/Casein Free 
Diet Treatment: A Systematic Review (1990-2016) 

AbstractBackground: High number of patients suffering from autism spectrum disorders utilize dietary intervention 
methods, especially gluten-free/casein-free diet. In contrast with its’ extensive usage no sufficient and consistent data 
exist to support its’ efficiency and safety. 

Objective: The main aim of this systematic review is to provide a general look to the efficiency and safety of gluten-free/
casein-free diet treatment for autism spectrum disorders. 

Method: Studies used in this systematic review are gathered from 3 online databases (PubMed, Embase and the Cochrane 
Library). Inclusion criteria are established for study selection. Articles published in a peer-reviewed article between 1990 
and 2016 in English about our topic of interest and conducted with patients under the age of eighteen (18) are selected 
and further analyzed (“Level of Evidence” and “Grade of Recommendation” criteria are utilized). 

Results:  Even though some studies with high values of “Level of Evidence” claim that gluten-free/casein-free diet is 
beneficial for patients suffering from autism spectrum disorders, studies with lower risk of bias demonstrate otherwise. 
Since studies such as case reports and cohort studies may contain bias associated with small sample size, absence of clear 
assessment methods, lack of randomization and short treatment period we suggest that there is no sufficient data to 
support gluten-free/casein-free diet treatment. 

Conclusion: Due to controversial outcomes from studies that have different “Level of Evidence” we speculate that 
efficiency of gluten-free/casein-free diet might be related to individual genetic differences. Therefore, studies conducted 
with large study groups could not provide statistically significant data to support this treatment option. Further studies  
should be conducted, especially in the field of genetics, in order to test our hypothesis.                                                              
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Introduction 

 Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a class of 

neurodevelopmental disorder that is characterized by 

impairment in social behaviors and non-verbal 

communicative skills and troubles in the perception and 

maintenance of social relationship according to the fifth 

edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of 

Mental Disorders (DSM-5) [1). Autism spectrum 

disorder includes autistic disorder, Asperger's disorder, 

childhood disintegrative disorder, and pervasive 

developmental disorder all of which were previously 

considered to be distinct diseases [1,2]. Although there 

is not a consensus on the definitive underlying cause of 

ASD, it has tight association with genetics, nutritional 

balances and pre- and perinatal disruptions. Studies 

have demonstrated that experiencing oxygen 

deprivation during birth process, being prematurely 

born and experiencing viral infections during pregnancy 

increase the risk of autism spectrum disorders. On 

average 0,6% of the population suffers from autism 

spectrum disorders which is independent from ethnic 

and cultural groups, however, prevalence of ASD is 3 

times higher in males compared to females. One 

controversial explanation for the marked prevalence 

difference between genders is that prevalence of ASD is 

undervalued by physicians due to discrepancy in 

symptoms among genders. Patients suffering from ASD 

can have a wide range of intelligence test scores and 

even in rare instances they can have extra-ordinary 

talents is specific fields [2,3]  

 Diet treatment is a popular complementary 

treatment approach for ASD which includes gluten-free 

and casein-free diet (GFCF), increased omega 3 fatty 

acid intake and increased vitamin and mineral intake. 

GFCF diet is based on the opioid-excess theory that 

suggests gluteomorphine which is formed due to the 

metabolism of gluten and casomorphine that is formed 

due to the metabolism of casein can act as opiate-like 

chemicals and mimic their effect by binding to the 

specific receptors in central nervous system. By binding 

to those receptors casomorphine and gluteomorphine 

can enhance the activity of endogenous opioid system 

which is associated with the symptoms of ASD[4]. 

 Omega 3 fatty acids are poly-unsaturated fatty 

acids some of which are essential fatty acids for human 

metabolism such as alpha-linolenic acid. Studies 

indicate that some of the fatty acids such as 

docosahexaenoic acid are necessary for proper 

development of the central nervous system and proven 

to have anti-inflammatory effects.Three out of four 

study conducted about the relationship between ASD 

and omega 3 fatty acids demonstrate that ASD patients 

have low levels of omega 3 fatty acids in blood 

compared to the controls. On the other hand, according 

to the systematic review conducted by Bent and 

Bertoglio there is not sufficient experimental evidence 

to support this treatment option even though some 

small studies claim otherwise [5] 

 In the case of increased vitamin and mineral 

intake diet there are studies indicating the significance 

of well-balanced diet in the treatment of ASD [6,7]. In a 

study conducted by Dr. Bernard Rimland in 1978 75% 

of the ASD patients (12 out of 16) had showed 

improvement in autistic symptoms when they had been 

treated with B6, C and magnesium supplements. 6 

Moreover, in another study conducted with 60 autistic 

children symptoms of autism diminished when they had 

been treated with vitamin B6 and magnesium 

supplements [7].  Increased vitamin and mineral intake 

diet and increased omega 3 fatty acid intake diet will 

not be further discussed in the context of this 

systematic review. 

 According to a survey conducted in UK 29% of 

parents whose children suffer from ASD utilize GFCF 

diets that demonstrates the further need to conduct 

more comprehensive studies in this field [8] . In the 

context of this systematic review efficiency and safety 

of gluten-free/casein-free diet in the treatment of ASD 

will be discussed. 

Materials and Method 

Literature Search 

 We have searched our topic of interest via 

electronic databases (PubMed, Embase and the 

Cochrane Library) in August 2016 by utilizing Medical 

Subject Heading terms which are listed as follows: 

“autism”, “autism spectrum disorders”, “diet”, “gluten-

free”, “casein-free”, “gluten”, “casein”, “GFCF” and their 

combinations. Afterwards, references of the selected 

articles and systematic reviews were searched by two 

authors in order to eliminate the risk of overlooking 

(Study selection process can be viewed from Figure 1).  
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Study Selection 

 Abstracts of each study have been examined by 

two authors independently in order to determine their 

eligibility according to the specific inclusion criteria. The 

articles that do not fit the inclusion criteria are 

eliminated and the others are further examined for the 

purpose of this systematic review. Inclusion criteria for 

article selection are as follows: 

1.The study should be conducted with patients that are 

diagnosed with ASD and treated with gluten-free and/or 

casein free diet 

2.The article should be published in a peer-reviewed 

journal between 1990 and 2016 in English 

Participants of the studies should be under the age of 

18. 

Selected studies for the purpose of this systematic 

review can be seen from Table 1. 

Quality Assessment 

 After assessing the eligibility of studies to the 

inclusion criteria two authors have independently 

assessed the quality of each study according to the 

criteria established by Melnyk in the book entitled 

"Evidence-based practice in nursing & healthcare: a 

guide to best practice" (Brief explanation of the criteria 

used in this step can be seen from Table 2). 

Furthermore, studies are independently assessed by two 

authors in order to assign them a “Grade of Recommen-

dation” according to the criteria of Centre for Evidence-

based Medicine (CEBM) (The criteria used in this step of 

quality assessment can be seen from Table 3).  

In addition to “Level of Evidence” and “Grade of 

Recommendation” we also evaluate and assess each 

study individually depending on the criteria as listed 

above: 

1. Presence of control group in the study 

2. Methods utilized to assess the conditions of 

participants involved in studies (parental reports, 

direct observations, standardized questions, blood or 

urine tests etc.) 

3. Homogeneity of the participants involved in each 

study (age, gender, ethnicity, other medical 

conditions etc.) 

4. Size of the study group 

5. Consistency of the data extracted in each study 

(absence of statistically significant deviations) 

Results 

Thirty-three articles varying from case reports to 

systematic reviews are analyzed in terms of the duration 

of treatment, methods utilized to assess the conditions 

of the participants, number of participants, publication 

year and trustworthiness of the studies. Afterwards, 

studies are categorized depending on their “Level of 

Evidence” and results of each category will be discussed 

separately (Table 4).     

Level of Evidence = 1 

 This category includes 9 different systematic 

reviews listed as follows: Millward et al, 2004, Christison 

and Ivany, 2006, Millward et al, 2008, Mulloy et al, 

2010, Mulloy et al, 2011, Buie 2013, Hurwitz et al, 2013, 

Marı´-Bauset et al, 2014 and Elder et al 2015 (Table 4).  

Systematic review conducted by Christison and Ivany in 

2006 concludes that there is not sufficient data to 

support GFCF diet in ASD treatment by analyzing six 

uncontrolled clinical trials and a single-blind randomized 

controlled trial. We believe that the review conducted by 

Christison and Ivany is inadequate to reach a valid 

conclusion due to the absence of control group in most 

of the studies [23]. 

 Hurwitz et al, 2013 reached the conclusion that 

elimination of gluten and casein from diet of an ASD 

patient would not cause significant improvement in ASD 

symptoms by analyzing 5 study (same conclusion with 

Christison and Ivany, 2006] [39]. Moreover, Hurwitz et 

al, 2013 states that 3 out of 5 study demonstrate that 

GFCF diet is not beneficial for ASD patients, two of 

which were reliable studies since they were blinded 

studies comparing participants’ behavior and found 

consistent outcomes. On the other hand, other 2 studies 

claim that GFCF diet has positive impacts on ASD 

patients. However, these two studies do not reveal 

reliable results because of not having placebo control 

(high risk of bias][39]. 

 Millward et al, 2004 states that the results about 

cognitive skills, linguistic ability and motor ability are 

unclear, whereas, there is an important beneficial effect 

in autistic traits associated with GFCF diet.  Millward et 

al, 2004 touches upon the fact that there are wide 

confidence intervals in the outcomes since their review is 
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Article Level of Evidence Number of participants Journal 

Reichelt et al, 199011 4 15 Applied Physiology, Nutrition and 
Metabolism 

Knivsberg et al, 199012 4 15 Brain Dysfunct 

Sponheim, 199113 2 3 Journal of Norwegian Medical Associa-
tion 

Lucarelli et al, 199514 4 30 Panminerva Medica 

Knivsberg et al, 199515 4 Continium of Knivsberg et al, 1990 Scandinavian Journal of Educational 
Research 

Whiteley et al, 199916 4 22 Autism 

Knivsberg et al, 199917 6 1 Nutritional Neuroscience 

Cade et al, 200018 4 150 Nutritional Neuroscience 

Knivsberg et al, 200219 3 20 Nutritional Neuroscience 

Millward et al, 200420 1 Systematic review The Cochrane Database Of Systematic 
Reviews 

Elder et al, 200621 2 15 Journal of Autism and Developmental 
Disorders 

Irvin, 200622 6 1 Journal of Positive Behavior Interven-
tions 

Christison and Ivany, 200623 1 Systematic review Journal of Developmental & Behavioral 
Pediatrics 

Mageshwari US, Minitha SJ, 
200624 

5 15 Indian Journal of Nutrition 

Patel and Curtis, 200725 5 10 The Journal of Alternative and Comple-
mentary Medicine 

Seung et al, 200726 2 13 The Journal of Medical Speech-
Language 

Millward et al, 200827 1 Systematic review The Cochrane Database Of Systematic 
Reviews 

Nazni et al, 200828 5 50 Iranian Journal of Pediatrics 

Hsu et al, 200929 6 1 Chang Gung Medical Journal 

Hyman et al, 201030 3 14 The Brown University Child and Ado-
lescent Behavior Letter 

Mulloy et al, 201031 1 Systematic review Research in Autism Spectrum Disorders 

Whiteley et al, 201032 2 72 Nutritional Neuroscience 

Mulloy et al, 201133 1 Systematic review Research in Autism Spectrum Disorders 

Buie, 201334 1 Systematic review Clinical Therapeutics 

Johnson et al, 201135 2 22 The Journal of Developmental and 
Physical Disabilities 

Pennesi, 201236 6 387 parents Nutritional Neuroscience 

Harris and Card, 201237 6 13 Complementary Therapies in Medicine 

Genuis et al, 201038 6 1 Journal of Child Neurology 

Hurwitz et al, 201339 1 Systematic review Journal of Early Intervention 

Herbert and Buckley, 201340 6 1 The Journal of Child Neurology 

Marı´-Bauset et al, 201441 1 Systematic review Journal of Child Neurology 

Elder et al, 201542 1 Systematic review Nutrition and Dietary Supplements 

Hyman et al, 201643 2 14 Journal of Autism and Developmental 
Disorders 

Table 1: Journals in which the selected studies were published and basic numerical data about the  
studies. 
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Level of Evidence  Description 

1 Evidence from a systematic review of all relevant randomized controlled trials 

(RCT's), or evidence-based clinical practice guidelines based on systematic re-

views of RCT's  

2 Evidence obtained from at least one well-designed Randomized Controlled Tri-

al (RCT)  

3 Evidence obtained from well-designed controlled trials without randomization, 

quasi-experimental  

4 Evidence from well-designed case-control and cohort studies  

5 Evidence from systematic reviews of descriptive and qualitative studies  

6 Evidence from a single descriptive or qualitative study  

7 Evidence from the opinion of authorities and/or reports of expert committees 

Table 2: Quality Assessment Criteria for articles in this systematic review  

("Evidence-based practice in nursing & healthcare: a guide to best practice" by Bernadette M. Melnyk and Ellen 
Fineout-Overholt. 2005, page 10.) 

 

Figure 1: Flow chart of the process of study selection for the systematic review (Software used to design 
this flow chart is available from: https://www.draw.io/)  
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a small-scale study[20]. On the other hand, Millward et 

al, 2008 concludes that there is not statistically 

significant difference in any of the traits between the 

control group and treatment group [27]. Similarly, Marı´

-Bauset et al, 2014, Mulloy et al, 2010 and Mulloy et al, 

2011 argue that there is not sufficient data to support 

opioid-excess theory and, thus GFCF diet in treatment of 

ASD [31,33,41].There is a consensus on studies’ about 

this topic being weak and limited . Moreover, all of these 

studies indicate that GFCF diet can be resorted by 

medical professionals if the patient experiences dramatic 

behavioral improvement associated with GFCF diet or if 

the patient has a confirmed allergy towards gluten and/

or casein [20,27,31,33,41]. 

 Even though Buie 2013 reaches the same 

conclusion as all other systematic reviews, Buie 2013 

emphasizes the possibility that inconsistent and 

insufficient data regarding to GFCF diet might be related 

to genetic differences and possible gene expression 

differences between individuals suffering from ASD 

[34].The emphasis of Buie 2013 about the individualistic 

differences and individual-based treatment strategies 

should not be overlooked.  

Level of Evidence = 2 

 This category includes six studies all of which 

are well-conducted randomized controlled trials aim to 

reach out a conclusion about the efficiency of GFCF diet 

in ASD treatment (Table 4). 

 Sponheim, 1991 has both conducted double-

blind gluten/placebo studies (3 patients) and open study 

(4 patients), thus become a fundamental study in this 

category. Sponheim, 1991 argues that GF diet is not 

beneficial for ASD patients, also in some instances it 

becomes a negative factor that causes further social 

isolation of patient [13]. Elder et al, 2006 conducted 

randomized, double-blind study with 15 patient (age 2-

16) and argues that there is no connection between 

GFCF diet and ASD symptoms despite the presence of 

improvement in some patients (statistically insignificant). 

One must consider the fact that results of Elder et al, 

2006 are preliminary and based on a short-term 

treatment, thus not complete [21]. 

 Hyman et al, 2016 is a double-blind, placebo-

controlled study conducted with 14 children (age 3-5] 

which demonstrates no statistically significant benefit 

associated with GFCF diet treatment for patients 

suffering from ASD (Similar results were established by 

Hyman et al, 2010 in a randomized, double-blind study] 

[30,43]. Depending of the size of study group (72 

patients) and longer treatment period (24 months) 

Whiteley et al, 2010 is an attention-grabbing study. It 

promotes the same conclusion reached by other studies 

in this group, though, Whiteley et al, 2010 does not 

provide conclusive evidence due to lack of placebo 

control [32]. Even though these studies utilize distinct 

assessment methods to evaluate patiens’ conditions they 

reveal supportive outcomes [21,26,30,43].  

Level of Evidence = 3 

 Despite the fact that two studies in this 

category, Knivsberg et al, 2002 and Johnson et al, 2011, 

are designed differently we believe that they are equal 

Grade of Recom-
mendation 

Explanation 

A consistent level 1 studies 

B consistent level 2 or 3 studies or extrapolations from level 1 studies 

C level 4 studies or extrapolations from level 2 or 3 studies 

D level 5 evidence or troublingly inconsistent or inconclusive studies of any level 

Table 3: Grade of Recommendation Criteria for quality assessment performed in this systematic re-
view 10 

(Available from: http://www.cebm.net/oxford-centre-evidence-based-medicine-levels-evidence-march-2009/)  
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Article Level of Evidence Grade of Recom-
mendation 

Assessment Results Duration Number of Participants 

Millward et al, 2008 1 A Systematic review No sufficient data to recommend 
GFCF diet treatment 

- - 

Millward et al, 2004 1 A Systematic review There is not enough empirical 
data to support GFCF diet in the 
treatment of ASD. 

- - 

Christison and Ivany, 2006 1 B Systematic review Inadequate evidence to support 
GFCF diet in the treatment of 
ASD 

- - 

Mulloy et al, 2010 1 A Systematic review No sufficient data to recommend 
GFCF diet treatment 

- - 

Mulloy et al, 2011 1 A Systematic review Significant improvements in 
some ASD subgroups whereas no 
significant improvement in others 

- - 

Buie, 2013 1 A  Systematic review Although there are small sub-
groups in which there is a corre-
lation between gluten and ASD, 
there is not sufficent information 
to confirm this theory 

- - 

Hurwitz et al, 2013 1 A Systematic review No significant improvement and 
high family investment 

- - 

Marı´-Bauset et al, 2014 1 A Systematic review No sufficient data to recommend 
GFCF diet treatment 

- - 

Elder et al, 2015 1 A Systematic review No sufficient data to recommend 
GFCF diet treatment 

- - 

Sponheim, 1991 2 B Visual Analogue Scale 
and Real Life Rating 
Scale 

No significant improvement 6 months 7 

Elder et al, 2006 2 B Urinary peptide levels 
and standardized 
assessment questions 

No significant improvement 6 weeks 15 

Seung et al, 2007 2 B Analysis of video 
recordings and verbal 
and non-verbal com-
munication assessment 

No significant improvement 6 weeks 13 

Whiteley et al, 2010 2 B Urinary peptide levels 
and standardized 
assessment questions 

Significant improvements in 
some ASD subgroups whereas no 
significant improvement in others 

2 years 72 

Hyman et al, 2016 2 B Behaviour assessment, 
autism symptoms 

No statistically significant differ-
ences were noted between treat-
ment groups. 

4-6 weeks 14 

Hyman et al, 2010 2 C Direct observations 
and video recording 

No significant improvement in 
autistic symptoms 

12 weeks 14 

Knivsberg et al, 2002 3 C Behaviour assessment, 
autism symptoms 
(additional statistical 
tests) 

Significant improvement in the 
diet group even though small 
improvements are observed also 
in the control group 

1 year 20 

Johnson al, 2011 3 C Child Behavior Check-
list and direct behav-
ioral assessment 

No statistically significant differ-
ences were noted between treat-
ment groups. 

3 months 22 

Table 4: Plot summary of the selected studies. 

Continued on Pg: 27 
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Article Level of Evidence Grade of Recommen-
dation 

Assessment Results Duration Number of Participants 

Reichelt et al, 1990 4 C Peptiduria test and retrore-
spective comparison 

Improvement in patients treated 
with GF diet over 50%. 

3 months  15 

Knivsberg et al, 1990 4 C Urinary peptide levels and 
standardized assessment 
questions 

High levels of improvement in the 
GFCF diet group compared to the 
control group 

1 year 15 

Lucarelli et al, 1995 4 C immunological signs of 
food allergy, levels of IgA 
antigen specific antibodies  

Improvement in behaviour and 
decrease in spesific IgA suggest-
ing relationship between casein 
and autism. 

2 months 36 

Knivsberg et al, 1995 4 C Urinary peptide levels and 
standardized assessment 
questions 

Significant improvement in 
behavior and social skills 

1 year Continium of Knivsberg et al, 
1990 

Whiteley et al, 1999 4 C Urinary peptide levels and 
standardized assessment 

Significant improvement in 
behavior and social skills 

5 months 22 

Cade et al, 2000 4 C Behavioral assessment and 
urinary peptide levels 

Decrease in autism symptoms 3 months 150 

Mageshwari US, Minitha 
SJ, 2006 

5 D Direct observation Improvements in autistic symp-
toms 

3 months 15 

Patel and Curtis, 2007 5 D Behavioral assessment and 
urinary heavy metal levels 

Behavioral improvement and 
lower levels of heavy metal in 
urine 

3-6 months 10 

Nazni et al, 2008 5 D Day-to-day direct observa-
tion 

GFCF diet is beneficial for treat-
ing behavioral symptoms of ASD 

2 months 50 

Knivsberg et al, 1999 6 D Standardized assessment 
questions 

Improvement in social skills 2 year 1 

Irvin, 2006 6 D Direct observation No significant behavioral im-
provement 

4 days 1 

Pennesi, 2012 6 D Parent reports and stand-
ardized assessment ques-
tions 

Significant improvement in 
behaviour and social skills 

    - 387 parents 

Harris and Card, 2012 6 D Parental reports and stand-
ardized assessment ques-
tions 

No statistically significant associ-
ation between ASD and GFCF 
diet 

 -    

13 

Herbert and Buckley, 2013 6 D Childhood Autism Rating 
Scale, direct observation 

Improvement in language, audito-
ry sensitivity and autistic symp-
toms 

14 months 1 

Hsu et al, 2009 6 D Direct observation Improvement in social interac-
tions, eye contact and autistic 
symptoms 

2.5 months 1 

Genuis, 2010 6 D Parent reports, direct 
observations and standard-
ized assessment questions 

Significant improvement in 
symptoms and resolution of 
gastrointestinal problems 

6 months 1 

Continuation of table: 4 
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in terms of trustworthiness and “Level of Evi-

dence” (Table 4).  

Positive correlation between GFCF diets and ASD 

treatment has been demonstrated for the first time in 

this systematic review by Knivsberg et al, 2002. Even 

though the study group is not large (20 participants) use 

of two-tailed Mann–Whitney U-test, p-test and mean 

value analysis reduces the risk of bias. The comparison 

between control group and diet group indicates 

significant improvement in the diet group even though 

small improvements are observed also in the control 

group.These statistically insignificant improvements in 

the control group might be related to the fluctuations in 

autism symptoms as argued by the authors [19].On the 

other hand, Johnson et al, 2011, is a non-randomized, 

single blinded study which also rejects the relation 

between gluten and casein free diet and autistic 

behaviors [35].  

Level of Evidence = 4 

 Lucarelli et al, 1995 is a double blind study 

which examines the effect of gluten-free and casein-free 

diet on patients individually. Lucarelli et al, 1995 

concludes that significant improvement is associated 

with GF and CF diets. Additionally, Lucarelli et al, 1995 

indicates that casein challenge is related to the 

worsening of autistic symptoms which becomes a 

supportive evidence to the interest of this study [14].  

Similar results are established by Knivsberg et al, 1990 

and Knivsberg et al, 1995 both of which utilize urinary 

peptide level analysis and standard assessment 

questionaries [12,15]. Also, Cade et al, 2000 

demonstrates that schizophrenia or autism is associated 

with exorphins formed due to incomplete digestion of 

gluten and casein in the intestine by immunoglobulin 

analysis as claimed by opioid-excess theory [18]. 

 On the other hand, controversial findings are 

established by Whiteley et al, 1999 which argues that 

GFCF is associated with behavioral and social 

improvements whereas no significant decrease in 

specific urinary compounds are observed expected by 

opioid-excess theory. Therefore, outcomes of this study 

point out the possibility that possible success of 

eliminating gluten and casein from diet might be related 

to a different reason, rather than opioid-excess theory 

[16]. 

 

Level of Evidence = 5 

Patel and Curtis, 2007 is a qualitative study performed 

with a small study group comprised of 10 participants. 

This study indicates significant improvement in social 

interaction, concentration, writing, language, and 

behavior in all of the participants and decrease in 

urinary heavy metal levels (lead) in every participant 

[25]. Nazni et al, 2008 investigates the efficiency of 

gluten-free diet and casein-free diet separately and 

concludes that they are both beneficial for autistic 

patients (Higher improvements are observed in gluten-

free diet compared to casein-free diet). Other study in 

this category conducted by Mageshwari and Minitha, 

2006 provide supportive evidence to the conclusion 

reached by Patel and Curtis, 2007 and Nazni et al, 2008 

and demonstrates improvements in behavioral 

symptoms of autism [24,28]. 

Level of Evidence = 6 

 This category consists of five case reports and 

two studies based on parental reports. Even though 

Irvin, 2006 does not suggest any association between 

ASD and gluten-free diet, Knivsberg et al, 1999, Hsu et 

al, 2009  and Genius, 2010 claim otherwise [17,22,29, 

38]. Moreover, Herbert and Buckley, 2013 shows 

improvements in autistic symptoms, language skills and 

auditory sensitivity. 40 These studies will not be further 

discussed since they are case reports which may include 

high levels of bias associated with small study groups 

and unreliable assessment methods.  

Adverse Effects 

 After completing the discussion about the 

efficiency of GFCF diet for patients suffering from ASD 

one should consider adverse effects associated with the 

implementation of GFCF diet. Despite the fact that GFCF 

diet is a relatively new treatment method for ASD 

numerous studies exist about its’ safety, as well as its’ 

efficiency. Although 2 studies, Cornish et al, 2002 and 

Johnson et al, 2011, report no significant side-effects 

associated with GFCF diet in any kind of macro or 

micronutrient, most of the studies report lower bone 

density and calcium intake [35,44,45,46,47,48]. In 

addition to lower calcium intake and bone density 

Neumayer et al, 2012 also reports lower vitamin D and 

lactose intake from gut [49]. 

 Another aspect of gluten free diet, effects on 

microbiome in human gut, is investigated in Bonder et 
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al, 2016. According to their 4 weeks of study gluten-free 

diet results in moderate but significant changes in 

human gut microbiome, especially for 8 bacteria species. 

For instance, remarkable decrease in Veillonellaceae, 

known for lactate fermentation, and Ruminococcus 

bromii, known for starch degradation is reported (50]  

Nevertheless, there is an obvious need to conduct more 

comprehensive research about the safety of GFCF diet 

since none of the previous studies were conducted with 

large study groups. 

Conclusion 

 The main purpose behind categorizing studies in 

this systematic review depending on their “Level of 

Evidence” is to examine and assess the outcomes of 

each study as well as its’ trustworthiness. By 

categorizing studies depending on their “Level of 

Evidence” we emphasize the contrast between outcomes 

of studies with high trustworthiness and low 

trustworthiness (high risk of bias). 

In general studies conducted with a small study group 

(have high values of “Level of Evidence”) illustrate 

significant improvements in autistic symptoms when 

participants are treated with GFCF diets, whereas, 

studies conducted with a large study group or 

systematic reviews argue that association between ASD 

and GFCF diet is statistically insignificant (Figure 2). 

Even though some of the participant in those studies 

with high trustworthiness have showed improvement in 

some autistic symptoms, due to the size of study group 

they become statistically insignificant. Thus, we 

speculate that the efficiency of GFCF diet and validity of 

opioid-excess theory might be related to individual 

genetic differences. Therefore, rather than rejecting 

opioid-excess theory and use of GFCF diet as a 

treatment option for ASD patients we claim that GFCF 

diet should remain as a treatment option for ASD and 

physicians should consider its’ implementation 

depending on the patient. Further studies, especially in 

the field of genetics, is needed in order to prove our 

hypothesis about the relation between genetic 

characteristics and the efficiency of GFCF diet in ASD 

patients. 
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